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Case Study: 
Film&Film Wrapping System

Farmer/Contractor 
Operation:  
Agricultural Contracting 
Otago Ltd
Owner: Ian Brown
Location: 
Mosgiel, Otago

Ian Brown along with his wife Elly and son 
Tim are owner operators of Agricultural 
Contracting Otago Ltd.  Ian is the sixth 
generation continuing the business founded 
in 1864 by his great grandfather.

In October 2013 Ian Brown took the brave 
decision to trade in his McHale Fusion 3 
Combi after less than one full season and 
upgrade to the new McHale Fusion 3 Plus 
after hearing about the new Film&Film (F&F) 
wrapping system that this new model had 
to offer. He managed to secure the last 
remaining machine and took delivery from 
Power farming the McHale distributors for 
New Zealand that November.

Ian took advice from Geoff Taylor of Agpac, 
the company that Ian bought his crop 
packaging products from. Geoff went 
through the benefits of using Baletite & 
SilotitePro as a combined F&F wrapping 
system and showed Ian results from trial 
work conducted in the previous year in 
conjunction with the Silotite R&D team.

Ian did not want to be left behind with a 
new concept emerging that would not only 
improve the silage quality but would also 
reduce wastage and make it easier for 
farmers to feed out and recycle. Ian saw the 
opportunity to be the first in his area to offer 
F&F bales.

Ian quickly learned that a different driving 
technique was needed when operating 
this new machine compared to applying 
netwrap with his old machine.  According 
to Ian: ”Firstly you have to stop quicker as 
the film feeds in almost immediately after the 
bale chamber buzzer sounds.  Otherwise 

you end up with too much grass going 
between the layers of Baletite.  The shape 
of the bale is also important to the film 
spreading over the edges correctly.”  He 
continues: “If you have slightly raised edges 
it is harder for the film to spread - a slight 
concave shaped bale is much better.  This 
also reduces the risk of film going around 
rollers instead of the bale which can happen 
in very dry shiny crops”.  Ian found it best 
to have the grass swath rowed up slightly 
narrower than the pick up reel.

During the first season Ian and Tim baled 
7000 F&F bales some of which were for 
their own farm so they would get first hand 
experience of the results. They had baled 
some with netwrap for comparison. Ian uses 
silage inoculants on most of his bales.

Ian and Tim were very impressed with the 
performance of Baletite and how much 
firmer the bales were compared to net 
wrapped bales, with their square edges and 
hard centres. Tim said these bales stood 
out significantly.  Some farmers thought they 
were making smaller bales initially until they 
felt how firm they were.

SilotitePro also proved very successful.  
Ian had tried thinner longer length rolls 
before but had experienced problems 
with film breaking and bales not handling 
well.  With regard to the new packaging, 
Ian comments: “The packaging is superb.  
With no boxes to get rid off, it’s quicker and 
easier to work with and there is no need to 
check how the film unwinds.  The red band 
on the sleeve makes it easy to load the right 
way every time”. 
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Ian finds that the bales, being so much 
firmer, are much easier to work with.  The 
wrap is less prone to damage which 
makes stacking and transportation easier.

When it comes to feed out Ian says that 
some farmers thought the Baletite and 
balewrap were stuck together, which is 
not the case.  As both films are wound 
onto the bale in different directions it is 
impossible for them to bond together.  
This confusion was putting some farmers 
off the new system as they were cutting 
through both films at once resulting in the 
bales falling apart. Following explanation, 
farmers now understand how to open 
bales correctly (the same method as 
opening netwrap bales).  

In Ian’s experience Baletite is much easier 
to remove from the bale than net wrapped 
bales.  Baletite just slips off with no silage 
getting caught up in it. Recycling has also 
been made simpler as both films can be 
rolled up together and placed into the 
Plasback collection bin. Ian comments: 
“Net was a real curse as nobody wants it 
for recycling.  We used to bundle it up and 
put it into the tractor cab where it would 
get caught around control levers just when 
you needed to use them.”

With the F&F system silage quality has 
been superb with virtually no wastage even 
when the balewrap has been damaged.  
Ian noticed that the silage also stays 
fresher for longer when fed out compared 
to net wrap bales.

Advanced ensiling solutions.

 Covers the full width of the bale 
from edge to edge

 Provides an additional oxygen 
barrier to aid crop conservation

 Creates, tighter, more compact 
bales thereby reducing storage 
requirements

 100% recyclable – can be recycled 
together with balewrap – no need 
to separate

 Smooth surface – easier to open 
and use

 Highly effective 5 layer structure - 
robust enough to withstand rigours 
of modern, complex wrapping 
machinery

 This optimised film is better placed 
to withstand tough, stemmy, 
forage crops

 Greater resistance to oxygen 
ingress. Creates an effective 
oxygen barrier - critical to the 
ensiling process

 More bales per reel meaning more 
bales per hour, less waste, less 
reel changes and lower recycling 
costs

www.silotite.com

Once combined, 
Twice as good.

“We are certainly glad we 
made the decision to change 
our baler when we did and 
bar the odd blip when we 
were adapting to the new 
system it has been fantastic.  
Baletite and SilotitePro are 
excellent products which 
clearly have been well 
researched & developed.”


